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One of the most important methodical aspects for identification of local stocks of Pacific salmon by scale
pattern analysis is the standardization of scale measurement criteria. In this regard, analysis of scale structure should
purposefully use standard techniques that enable comparison of results between studies. In this paper, I recommend
standardized scale measurement criteria for the five most abundant species of Pacific salmon in Asia and North
America, and evaluate potential problems in baseline data related to annual variation in scale growth.
The measurement schemes recommended for each species are quite similar in the structure (Fig. 1).
Traditionally, pink and chum salmon scales are measured on an axis directed from the focus along the maximum
radius of the first ocean annulus (Fig. 1a,b), and chinook, sockeye, and coho salmon scales are measured on an axis
perpendicular to a reference line that delimits the scale pocket (Fig. 1c,d,e). Similar criteria for all species are the
width (O1) and the number of circuli (C1) in the first ocean zone. In all cases when there is a period of freshwater
growth, the total radius of the freshwater zone (FW) has been measured, including annual zones and circulus
distances in the year of smoltification (plus growth). In my view, the subdivision of the freshwater zone into these
finer structural elements is not useful. For example, in particular years some local salmon stocks may include a
number of fish that do not have plus growth or the growth increment may be impossible to discern visually on adult
scales, which makes application of a standard approach impossible. Improved measurements of intercirculus
distances in the first ocean year are accomplished by grouping circuli in triplets (TR) from the first ocean circulus
and by reconstructed reverse triplets (RTR) from the last circulus of the first ocean year.
Fig. 1. Image of a scale and the criteria used for identification of local stocks of Pacific salmon in the ocean period of life: a—Pink
salmon, b—Chum salmon, c—Chinook salmon, d—Sockeye salmon, e—Coho salmon.
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Aside from measurement techniques, there are several
Fig. 2. Dynamics of variations of freshwater (FW) and
other problems that may influence the results of stock
the first ocean (O1) zone radii in year of catch by
dominant age groups: A—Sockeye salmon (Ozernaya
identification to a greater or lesser extent. One of these
R. (scale test sample from adjacent waters of northern
problems is interannual variation in growth rates, and
Kuril Islands; for each sample n > 100), B—Chinook
subsequent variation in the formation of scale structures.
salmon (Kamchatka R., for each sample n = 50–100).
This may necessitate the creation of a new baseline for each
age group in each year. Nevertheless, many scientists have
described a visible divergence in the growth rates of
particular local stocks of salmon during the second year of
feeding in the ocean. These differences in growth rates can
be expressed directly as size-weight parameters of fish, as
well as in the formation of scale structural elements
(Krogius 1960; Grachev 1967; Zorbidi 1978; Walker et al.
1998; Isakov et al. 2000; and many others). This effect
leads to the suggestion that the freshwater and first ocean
zones of salmon scales are the most stable measures relative
to temporal variation.
From a time series of sockeye and chinook salmon
scale measurement data, one can trace some conformities in
interannual variations of two principal scale parameters, that
is, the radius of the freshwater zone (FW) and the size of
first ocean year zone (O1; Fig. 2). Despite the fact that
individuals of various generations are represented in the
catches, annual variations in FW and O1 were not that large.
Furthermore, in many cases sockeye salmon and chinook
salmon showed highly consistent positive relations between
respective parameters for various age groups. In this case
the time series of data do not show unique relations between age groups, and these results indicate that the use of
different baselines for these age groups is not necessary. Clearly, the scale parameters of individual stocks of
sockeye salmon and chinook salmon by age groups .2, .3 and .4 do not demonstrate visible deviations for adjoining
generations. This does not exclude the possibility that all of the high correlation coefficients noted in Fig. 2
occurred by chance, because conditions of feeding during freshwater and ocean periods are to some extent different
for different generations. Thus, despite interannual variations the use of scale baselines from various age groups
collected in adjoining years seems to be quite justified for identification of the same local stocks. Possible
differences are not considered essential, especially if the standard error of scale method itself is taken into account.
Given this conclusion, the problem remains as to how to estimate the extent of stability in interannual
differences and interactions between salmon scale variables at the level of local stocks when developing baselines.
When the number of scale samples for each year is large enough, various statistical methods have been used to
determine the extent of similarity or difference
between the variables used. This problem is
Fig. 3. Dynamics of variations in freshwater (FW) and first ocean (O1)
more important, however, when the number of
growth zone radii for some Asian (Bolshaya and Kamchatka rivers) and
scales in baseline samples are deficient, which
North American (Port Moller, Alaska) sockeye salmon stocks by
dominant age groups (for each sample n = 100).
raises several questions: how stable are the
differences in scale structure between certain
salmon stocks over time? Is it possible to use
scale baselines of adjoining years for
identification of catches, when taking into
account the interannual variations of a
different local stocks? The answers to these
questions are not simple. There are studies,
nevertheless, where the scale phenotypes of
some local stocks were shown to be quite
stable over time (Krogius 1958; Birman 1968;
Kulikova 1970; Mosher 1972; Bugaev 1995;
and others).
In this paper, I addressed these questions
by analyzing data from the largest sockeye
salmon stocks in Kamchatka and Alaska.
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Conformities in the dynamics of the mean values of two scale pattern variables, FW and O1, are shown in Fig. 3.
Both variables are prone to interannual variations in all of the stocks that were analyzed. The statistical significance
of these differences is not shown in this example, nevertheless, as a rule the principal differences in these variables
remained characteristic of individual stocks throughout the period of observation. For example, ages 1.3 and 2.3
sockeye salmon from West Kamchatka (Bolshaya River and Ozernaya River) usually had the minimum values of
FW and maximum values of O1, whereas Bristol Bay (Port Moller) sockeye salmon in all cases had the maximum
values of FW. For East Kamchatka (Kamchatka River) sockeye salmon, mean values of FW and O1 were
intermediate to those of other stocks, and the probability of stock identification errors were highest for this stock.
The stability in the dynamics of variables shown by this analysis, even when interannual variations are taken into
account, confirms the option to use scale baselines of adjoining years when the number of scale samples is deficient.
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